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Abstract
In this paper we focus on the hierarchical composition of instances of arbitrary industrial com-
ponent models yielding new (compound) components with specified capabilities and requirements
which can themselves be composed to yield higher level components. For this purpose special com-
ponent interfaces and component implementations are defined which ensure a smooth integration
of industrial components. The component implementations of compound components enable a late
binding by referring to enclosed component instances only by their component interfaces. But also
explicit bindings between component interfaces and component implementations can be defined. A
type system for components is introduced enabling a formal definition of exchangeability and inter-
operability of components. Using this type system, tools are able to decide which components may
be exchanged by others and which components fit together. They can also support the creation of
new components from existing ones by checking a new assembly for consistency.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with component models which support the possibility to
define components in a hierarchical manner. This means that a component may in
principle be described as a set of subcomponents, their interconnections, and a set of
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exported subcomponent services which can be accessed by clients of the component.
Every subcomponent may itself be atomic or composed from other components. We
call component models supporting such concepts hierarchical. Hierarchical component
models reduce the complexity of building applications from components because an
application can be built step by step. Starting from atomic components, new components
of higher degree of granularity can be built in every step, ending up in a complete
application.
Most of the current industrial component models like JavaBeans [5], Enterprise
JavaBeans (EJB) [7], the Corba Component Model (CCM) [15], and also WebSer-
vices [19], only provide a flat component model. CCM provides a means to describe a
set of interconnected component instances and their mapping to hosts and processes by
an assembly descriptor. But this kind of description does not support the building of new
components with a dedicated interface to the outer world. For EJBs it is possible to de-
fine a set of cooperating EJBs building a part of an application. This is done in a special
section of the deployment descriptor. It can especially be defined which implementations
to use for EJBs referred to by other EJBs of the set. But as in the case of CCM this is
no means to define new components with a dedicated interface to the outer world. In con-
trast to the above-mentioned flat industrial component models, COM [8] offers a means
to hierarchically compose components by aggregation. Aggregation means that a compo-
nent may provide references to interfaces of an internal (sub)component to its clients. The
clients of the aggregating “outer” component O do not know about the internal aggrega-
tion. They may query a reference to an interface of the aggregated component by a call to
the IUnknown interface of O as if these interfaces were directly implemented by O. Unfor-
tunately there are several drawbacks in this approach: one of them is that components must
be aware whether they should be used as aggregates in the future. Possible aggregates have
to provide special additional features. Components missing these features cannot be used
as aggregates later on. Another drawback is that the means for hierarchical composition
provided by COM are only targeted to experienced programmers. They have to use ex-
isting programming languages to compose components, which do not support component
composition concepts in a first class manner.
For flat component models composition languages like, for example, the Bean Markup
Language (BML) [18], CoML [2] or Beanome [6] were developed, targeted to provide
a simple way to aggregate and wire together existing component instances to build new
components or applications. In such languages components are treated as first class entities.
Most of these languages however are targeted to a special industrial component model
and are limited in the kind of exported entities. In the BML-language, for example, only
methods and events can be exported, not whole interfaces. Also in most cases there
exists no possibility to express whether the built components still require services of
other components to fulfil their tasks. The component instances declared in a composite
are already bound to a special implementation, so that it is difficult to exchange the
implementation of one of its constituents later on.
In this context we introduce a hierarchical component model with the following
characteristics: component instances communicate to the outer world only through
their component interfaces. Component instances may be connected by corresponding
entities of their component interfaces to enable an inter-component communication.
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Such entities are services and plugs, where services are entities grouping methods which
are provided or required by the component, and plugs are entities grouping provided
and/or required services of the component simplifying especially bidirectional connections
between component instances. Several component instances may be aggregated and
wired together to build a new, higher level component exporting dedicated services
and plugs of its constituents. A component refers to one of its constituents only by
a name and the constituent’s component interface type. For composed components it
is possible to explicitly define a binding of component implementations to component
interface types of used constituents. An explicit binding may however be omitted,
leaving the choice of a suitable component implementation to the runtime system
supporting the exchange of component implementations throughout the life cycle of
a component. A special kind of subtyping for component interfaces is introduced
which allows a formal definition of substitutability of instances of one component by
instances of a another one. This feature supports an easy and consistent redesign of
existing components and a possibility to automatically use a new component instead
of the one chosen at design time if the original component does no longer exist.
To be able to formally describe subtype relations as well as valid interconnections
between components and consistent assemblies, a type system for components is
introduced.
Our approach to hierarchically compose industrial components is to integrate them
into our component model and to use them as atomic components (called real world
components). Higher level components are built using a special assembly description,
which is capable of specifying hierarchically composed components (called virtual
components) in a simple way. This assembly description is referred to as component
implementation because from the point of view of a user it is like a very high level
programming language. Every component “implementation” explicitly specifies which
component interface it “implements”. Component interfaces for our developed component
model are described by special metadata. Components of an industrial component model
are integrated in our model essentially by providing these additional metadata for their
component interfaces and a component “implementation” which simply refers to the real
world component. Therefore our approach allows us to describe component interfaces
and component implementations uniformly for real world components and for virtual
components independent from the industrial component model used for real world
components, providing a uniform view on every component as being a component of our
component model.
Overview of the paper: Section 2 describes our component model which is capable
of integrating existing industrial component models. In Section 3 a type system for
component interfaces is introduced as well as a subtype relation on component interfaces.
In Section 4 rules are mentioned for valid interconnections between component instances
and rules which have to be followed when creating hierarchically composed components
which shall conform to a special component interface. Section 5 describes how the
component model supports special reengineering and life cycle aspects like the upgrade
to new component versions with unchanged and also changed component interfaces. In
Section 6 some benefits for assembly tools using the introduced component model are
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mentioned, simplifying the assembly process for inexperienced users. Section 7 relates our
work to existing approaches and Section 8 draws some conclusions.
2. Component model
In this section we present a component model capable of dealing with hierarchically
composed components with the characteristics already mentioned in the introduction of
this paper. We will show how industrial component models may be integrated into this
model.
Every component consists of a component interface part and a component implemen-
tation part.
2.1. Component interface
The component interface part describes the services (named groups of methods)
the component provides to its clients, the services the component requires from other
components, the plugs (named groups of services) which are defined by the component
to simplify interconnections, constraints defined on interconnections (lower/upper bounds,
see below), and a special service called ServiceAccess to ask a component for its provided
services, for an object implementing a provided service etc., or to ask a component for
a reference to an object being able to connect a suitable service provider to a specified
required service of the component (called connection point object, see below).
Services: Every service consists of a name, identifying the service, and a type, identifying
the methods belonging to the service. This type is denoted by a Java type, a .Net type, a
MIDL- or WSDL-description etc., depending on the industrial component model selected
to implement real world components. (See also Example 1.) In one component interface
several services of the same type may be declared.
Required services: For required services not only is the service type relevant, declaring
all methods needed to be provided by another component, but also the signatures of
the connect- and disconnect-methods. These methods are used to connect a suitable
service provider to the corresponding required service (by storing a reference to the object
implementing the provided service) or to disconnect a previously established connection.
Connections are established between instances of components. They express explicitly the
dependency of one component instance from another one. A call to a connect-method is
similar to the registering of a listener at an event source in the JavaBeans component model.
Component instances may be interconnected at assembly time or at runtime. Connections
at assembly time are done to produce new reusable components having a static topology
(similar to the implementation of a class), whereas connections at runtime can be used
for dynamic topologies. Disconnect-methods are needed for dynamic topologies or at
assembly time to reconfigure an existing assembly if the assembly is supported by a
tool.
Connection point object: The object implementing the connect- and disconnect-methods
for a required service is called a connection point object, similar to COM’s outgoing
interfaces. In addition to our first approach in [12], a component declaring a required
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Fig. 1. Required services with connection points.
service R is not forced to implement the corresponding connect- and disconnect-methods
(in the following referred to as connection point methods) by itself but instead these
methods may be implemented by an object inside the component, which can be accessed
from the outside. A call to the connect_R method of the connection point object CPO in
CP with an actual parameter sp which holds a reference to an object providing a service of
the required type results in a storage of this reference in CP (see Fig. 1). The connection
is established. The stored reference can be used for subsequent calls to sp as long as no
disconnect-method is called on CPO to disconnect the previously established connection.
In contrast to COM our connection point objects are only forced to implement the specified
connect- and disconnect-methods of the corresponding required service, not a predefined
interface like IConnectionPoint, which is an immutable interface, independent from the
type of the outgoing interface. COM’s approach would be too restrictive to be able to
integrate arbitrary existing Components Of The Shelf (COTS).
Mandatory/optional required services: For a required service R of a component interface
CI there may exist a lower limit l on the number of connections needed to ensure a proper
behaviour of instances of components implementing CI and an upper limit u on the number
of allowed connections to R. If l = 0 then R is called optional; otherwise it is called
mandatory.
Plugs: Plugs are named groups of provided and/or required services which are semantically
related. Using plugs, a client of a provided service of a component instance A may be
forced to be at the same time the provider for a required service of A, if both services are
grouped by a plug. Therefore a plug ensures a needed semantical relationship between two
component instances. A plug allows a connection only to a complementary plug of another
component instance (see Section 4.1 and Example 2). Using a tool to connect component
instances, a connection between plugs can be done by a single connect-operation from
the point of view of a user. Internally it will be reduced to service connections. A plug
allows interconnections and subtyping to be defined on higher level entities than services.
This novel feature does not exist in any of the existing COTS models and is demonstrated
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Fig. 2. Component interface.
In this graphical representation of a component interface, Pi denote the names of the provided services, I _Pi
the type of service Pi , Ri the names of the required services and I _Ri their corresponding (service) types.
IConnectionPoint_Ri denotes the set of connect—and disconnect—methods provided by the connection
point object for the required service named Ri , and min_Ri ,max_Ri are the lower limit resp. upper limit on
the needed/allowed number of connections to the required service Ri .
in Examples 1 and 2. All plugs of one component have to represent disjoint sets of
services (see Fig. 2).
As already mentioned in the introduction, the interface of a component has to be
described by metadata to allow the smooth integration of industrial component models
and to offer a uniform component interface description independent from real world
components and virtual components. Although we have an XML syntax to describe
component interfaces, in this paper we use a more mathematical notation which is easier to
read and which suggests a formal definition of component interface types as introduced in
Section 3. To ease understanding, an example of a valid component interface is given. The
interested reader may refer to Appendix A for a more formal description of a component
interface.
Example 1 (Component Interface). The example presents the interface of a component
used for data logging purposes. Such a component could be used by a visualization
system which visualizes the received data of, for example, different sensors of one or more
robot(s). The implementing component is assumed to be a JavaBean. Therefore the service
types are denoted as Java types.
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******* Needed service types : *******
public interface I_ServiceAccess {
// returns a reference to the object
// implementing the requested service
Object getServiceReference
(String PServiceName);
// returns a reference to the connection
// point object of the requested service
Object getConnectionPointObject
(String RServiceName);
//..
}
public interface I_LoggingOptions {
// Select actual device / sensor
boolean selectDevice(int deviceNumber);
void startDataLogging();
void stopDataLogging();
// ....
}
public interface I_DataLogging {
byte[] receiveLoggedData();
// ....
}
public interface IConnectionPoint_DataLogging {
void connectReceiverOfLoggedData
(I_DataLogging receiver);
void disconnectReceiverOfLoggedData
(I_DataLogging receiver);
}
public interface I_Error {
// Signals time out for returned device number
int timeOut();
int DeviceNoLongerAvailable();
// ...
}
public interface IConnectionPoint_Error {
void connectErrorHandler
(I_Error errorHandler);
void disconnectErrorHandler
(I_Error errorHandler);
}
******* Component interface *******
ComponentInterface CI_DataLogging {
GeneralDescriptions
NamingConventions = JavaType
ProvidedServices
ServiceAccess : I_ServiceAccess
LoggingOptions : I_LoggingOptions
RequiredServices
DataLogging :(I_DataLogging,
IConnectionPoint_DataLogging,
[0...1])
ErrorMessages:(I_Error,
IConnectionPoint_Error,
[0...1])
Plugs
LogServices = ({LoggingOptions},
{DataLogging, ErrorMessages}
)
}
The component interface is named CI_DataLogging (see also Fig. 3). It has two
provided services (ServiceAccess and LoggingOptions) as well as two required
services (DataLogging and ErrorMessages). Whereas for provided services as
additional information only the corresponding service types (e.g. I_LoggingOptions)
are needed, for required services also the interface types of their connection point
objects (e.g. IConnectionPoint_Error) have to be noted as well as the lower limit (0)
resp. upper limit (1) on the number of needed/allowed connections. All services except
ServiceAccess are grouped by a plug named LogServices. This forces a client of
LoggingOptions to be at the same time the receiver of the logged data and error messages
and ensures for example that the received data and error messages correspond to the
expected device selected by the client by a prior call to selectDevice.
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Fig. 3. Virtual component with its component interface.
2.2. Component implementation
The component implementation refers to an existing industrial component or it con-
sists of a description of its aggregated component instances, their interconnections, the
exported services and plugs (see Fig. 3), and eventually a binding of special component
implementations to component interfaces. In the first case the component is called a real
world component; in the second case, being an aggregation of other component instances,
it is called a virtual component as already mentioned in the introduction. An aggregated
component instance is only described by an instance name and the type of its component
interface. A binding of component interfaces to component implementations can explicitly
be done in the ImplementationBinding section of the component implementation part or
left to the runtime system. Every component implementation has to specify the type of
the component interface it implements. For virtual components every service of the imple-
mented interface (except ServiceAccess) must be linked to a service of the same type
(or subtype) of one of the component’s constituents. The linked service is called “exported
service” because though it is implemented by an internal part it becomes accessible from
the outside. Plugs of the component interface may be linked to several plugs and services
of different constituents of the component. It is not allowed to link a service of an internal
constituent belonging to a plug to a service of the component interface not belonging to a
plug. (Otherwise the semantics of the internal plug could be broken. See also Section 2.1.)
The implementation of a real world component resp. a virtual component is
demonstrated by the following examples. The interested reader may refer to Appendix A
for a more formal description of a component implementation.
Example 2 (Component Implementation). This example presents an implementation of
a data logging component providing the component interface already described in
Example 1. It consists of instances of three real world components: one, controlling data
logging (P_LoggingControl), and two others, submitting the data of the connected
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devices to the controlling component. This component selects one of the connected device
components according to a call of selectDevice, receives the device data (logged data
and error messages) from this component, converts the received data and error messages
to the format expected by I_DataLogging resp. I_Error and submits these data via
the required services DataLogging resp. ErrorMessages to the outer world. (See also
Fig. 3.) The first table presents the needed Java types and component interfaces and the
second one the needed component implementations.
******* Additionally needed Java types : *******
public interface I_DeviceControl {
void startDataLogging();
void stopDataLogging();
// ....
}
public interface I_DeviceData {
// logged data and error messages
byte[] receiveDeviceData();
// ....
}
public interface IConnectionPoint_DeviceData {
void connectDevice(I_DeviceData deviceData);
void disconnectDevice
(I_DeviceData deviceData);
}
public interface IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl{
void connectDeviceController
(I_DeviceControl deviceController);
void disconnectDeviceController
(I_DeviceControl deviceController);
}
public class LoggingControl implements
I_ServiceAccess, I_LoggingOptions,
IConnectionPoint_DataLogging,
I_DeviceData, IConnectionPoint_Error,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl {
// ...
}
public class ConnectionPoint_DeviceData
implements IConnectionPoint_DeviceData {
// ...
}
public class Device implements
I_ServiceAccess, I_DeviceControl {
// ...
}
****** Component interfaces ******
ComponentInterface CI_LoggingControl {
GeneralDescriptions
NamingConventions = JavaType
ProvidedServices
ServiceAccess : I_ServiceAccess
LoggingOptions : I_LoggingOptions
DeviceData : I_DeviceData
RequiredServices
DataLogging : (I_DataLogging,
IConnectionPoint_DataLogging,
[0...1])
ErrorMessages: (I_Error,
IConnectionPoint_Error,
[0...1])
DeviceControl: (I_DeviceControl,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl,
[1...2])
Plugs
DeviceCommunication = ({DeviceData},
{DeviceControl})
}
ComponentInterface CI_Device {
GeneralDescriptions
NamingConventions = JavaType
ProvidedServices
ServiceAccess : I_ServiceAccess
DeviceControl : I_DeviceControl
RequiredServices
DeviceData : (I_DeviceData,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceData,
[1...2])
Plugs
// Complementary Plug to ’DeviceCommunication’
// of CI_LoggingControl
DeviceCommunication = ({DeviceControl},
{DeviceData})
}
The table on the next page contains the needed component implementations.
CP_DataLogging is a virtual component containing three component instances:
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P_LoggingControl, P_Device_1, and P_Device_2. All entities (services, plugs)
defined in a component interface are accessed by qualified names consisting of the name of
the component interface or an instance providing this interface and the name of the entity,
e.g. CI_DataLogging.DataLogging or P_Device_2.DeviceCommunication.
The real world component LoggingControl (referred to by CP_LoggingControl)
implements the connect- and disconnect-methods of all of its required services by
itself, whereas Device (referred to by CP_Device) uses a connection point object for
connections to its required service DeviceData. A reference to this object can be obtained
by a call to the method getConnectionPointObject of I_ServiceAccess.
,⇐’ denote connections between component instances via services or plugs
,←−’ denote exported entities, i.e. which entity of the implemented component interface
(left-hand side) is implemented by which entity of which aggregated component
instance (internal constituent) (right-hand side).
,<<<’ denotes which component implementation (identified by its name) has to be used
as implementation for all component instances providing the component interface
specified on the left-hand side.
** Component impl. of real world components **
Component CP_LoggingControl implements
CI_LoggingControl {
GeneralDescriptions
type = real
ComponentModel = JavaBeans
ImplementingComponent = LoggingControl
// LoggingControl : Java type of
// implementing class
}
Component CP_Device implements CI_Device {
GeneralDescriptions
type = real
ComponentModel = JavaBeans
ImplementingComponent = Device
// Device : Java type of implementing class
}
** Component impl. of virtual components **
Component CP_DataLogging implements
CI_DataLogging {
GeneralDescriptions
type = virtual
Parts
P_LoggingControl : CI_LoggingControl
P_Device_1 : CI_Device
P_Device_2 : CI_Device
InternalConnections
Plugs
P_LoggingControl.DeviceCommunication
<== P_Device_1.DeviceCommunication
P_LoggingControl.DeviceCommunication
<== P_Device_2.DeviceCommunication
Exports
ProvidedServices
CI_DataLogging.LoggingOptions
<-- P_LoggingControl.LoggingOptions
RequiredServices
CI_DataLogging.DataLogging
<-- P_LoggingControl.DataLogging
CI_DataLogging.ErrorMessages
<-- P_LoggingControl.ErrorMessages
ImplementationBinding
CI_LoggingControl <<< CP_LoggingControl
CI_Device <<< CP_Device
}
Interconnections and exports are explained in detail in Section 4.
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To be able to formally define when two services or plugs may be connected to each other
or when a service or plug may be linked (exported) to a service or plug of the component
interface or whether a component implementation is consistent with its interface definition,
a type system for components has to be defined.
3. Type system for components
Throughout the rest of this paper we will use the following terms and conventions:
(1) Provided (CI) and Required (CI) denote the sets of all provided resp. required services
declared in a component interface CI not belonging to one of its plugs.
(2) Plugs (CI) denotes the set of all plugs defined in CI.
(3) Let Pl be the name of a plug declared in CI. Then Required (Pl) denotes the set
of all required services belonging to Pl and Provided (Pl) the set of all its provided
services.
(4) Services are divided into two categories: PS (provided) and RS (required). PL denotes
plugs.
(5) g : A → B denotes a function g, mapping elements from set A to set B . If A′ ⊆ A
then g(A′) ⊆ B is defined by g(A′) = {g(a) | a ∈ A′}.
3.1. Type definitions
In the following, CI denotes a component interface with provided services Pi and
corresponding service types I_Pi , required services Ri and corresponding service types
I_Ri , IConnectionPoint_Ri , min_Ri and max_Ri as defined in Section 2.1, Fig. 2. I_Pi ,
I_Ri and IConnectionPoint_Ri are types of the type system selected in the naming
conventions part of the component interface. The type system depends on the actual
(industrial) component model chosen for implementing real world components.
Definition 1. Let Pi be the name of a provided service and I_Pi its corresponding interface
type. Then type(Pi ) = I_Pi .
Definition 2. Let Itype(Ri) = I_Ri denote the interface type of the required service Ri ,
ICPtype(Ri ) = IConnectionPoint_Ri the connection point type of Ri and ICardtype(Ri )
= (min_Ri , max_Ri ) the type reflecting the cardinality constraints on interconnections to
this required service.
Then type(Ri ) = (Itype(Ri), ICPtype(Ri ), ICardtype(Ri)).
Definition 3. Let Pl be a plug. Then the type of Pl is defined by
type(Pl) = { (PS, {(P , type(P)) | P ∈ Provided(Pl)}) } ∪
{ (RS, {(R, type(R)) | R ∈ Required(Pl)}) }
Definition 4. The type of a component interface CI is defined as
type(CI) = { (PS, { (P , type(P)) | P ∈ Provided (CI) }) } ∪
{ (RS, { (R, type(R)) | R ∈ Required (CI) }) } ∪
{ (PL, { (Pl, type(Pl)) | Pl ∈ Plugs (CI) }) }
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Unlike other approaches, our type system also takes into account constraints on
interconnections as well as the signatures of the methods needed to connect or disconnect
service providers and requesters and it integrates the typing of plugs.
Example 3 (Component Interface Type). This example presents the type of the compo-
nent interface CI_LoggingControl shown in Example 2.
type(CI_LoggingControl) =
{ (PS, {(ServiceAccess, I_ServiceAccess),
(LoggingOptions, I_LoggingOptions)}),
(RS, {(DataLogging, (I_DataLogging, IConnectionPoint_DataLogging, (0,1))),
(ErrorMessages, (I_Error, IConnectionPoint_Error, (0,1)))}),
(PL, {(DeviceCommunication, { (PS, {(DeviceData, I_DeviceData)}),
(RS, {(DeviceControl, (I_DeviceControl,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl, (1,2)))})
})})
}
3.2. Subtyping
The following subtyping rules only hold for entities of component interfaces using the
same type system to define the interface types of services (see the part NamingConventions
in the component interface declaration in Section 2.1 or Appendix A). Subtyping of
service types is defined according to the rules of the selected type system, e.g.
Java types or .NET types. It is not based on structural equivalence. In Example 4
I_LoggingOptionsExtended is a subtype of I_LoggingOptions and I_Device of
I_DeviceData according to the rules of Java. A subtype relation is denoted by “<:”.
Hence I_Device<: I_DeviceData holds.
3.2.1. Subtyping of required services
In the following, R j and Ri are two required services with their corresponding types as
declared in Definition 2.
Definition 5. ICardtype(R j ) is a subtype of ICardtype(Ri) denoted by
ICardtype(R j ) <: ICardtype(Ri), if (min_Ri ≥ min_R j ) and (max_Ri ≤ max_R j ).
Definition 6. type(R j ) is a subtype of type(Ri ), denoted by type(R j ) <: type(Ri ), if the
following conditions hold:
(1) Itype(Ri ) <: Itype(R j )
(2) ICPtype(Ri ) :> ICPtype(R j )
(3) ICardtype(Ri) :> ICardtype(R j )
These conditions ensure that all component instances providing a service P of type
type(P) with type(P) <: Itype(Ri), which were connected to Ri can also be connected to
R j while the connecting entity (glue code, assembly tool, . . . ) may use the same connect
method and parameters as in the case of an interconnection between P and Ri because
of ICPtype(Ri ) :> ICPtype(R j ) and Itype(Ri ) <: Itype(R j ). (For allowed connections
between provided and required services please refer to Section 4.1.)
Because of min_Ri ≥ min_R j and max_Ri ≤ max_R j , R j does not need connections to
more service providers than Ri and all service providers formerly connected to Ri may
also be connected to R j without causing an error.
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3.2.2. Subtyping of plugs
Definition 7. Let Pl1 and Pl2 be two plugs with their corresponding types as declared in
Definition 3. Then type(Pl2) is a subtype of type(Pl1), denoted by type(Pl2) <: type(Pl1),
if the following conditions hold:
(1) ∃ f : Provide (Pl1) −→ Provide (Pl2), f bijective with
∀ P ∈ Provide (Pl1) : type(P) :> type( f (P))
(2) ∃ g : Required (Pl1) −→ Required (Pl2), g bijective with
∀ R ∈ Required (Pl1) : type(R) :> type(g(R))
The above-mentioned conditions express that a plug Pl2 may be used instead of Pl1 if
it consists of the same number of provided and required services denoting “equivalent”
services being more specialized than those of Pl1. f and g denote functions mapping
provided resp. required services of Pl1 to the equivalent services of Pl2.
The plug DeviceCommunication of the component interface
CI_LoggingControlWithNotification in Example 4 is a subtype of the plug
DeviceCommunication of CI_LoggingControl in Example 2.
3.2.3. Subtyping of component interfaces
A component interface CI2 is a subtype of a component interface CI1 if every instance
of a component implementing CI1 can be substituted by an instance of a component
implementing CI2 in any possible existing assembly (without the need of reconfiguration).
This behaviour can be guaranteed if subtyping of component interfaces is defined as
follows:
Definition 8. CI2 is a subtype of CI1 denoted by type(CI2) <: type(CI1), if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) ∃ f : Provided (CI1) −→ Provided (CI2), f total, f injective with
∀ P ∈ Provided (CI1) : type( f (P)) <: type(P)
(2) ∃ g : Required (CI1) −→ Required (CI2), g total, g injective with
∀ R ∈ Required (CI1) : type(g(R)) <: type(R)
(3) ∀ R ∈ Required (CI2) \ g (Required (CI1)) : min_R = 0
(4) ∃ h: Plugs (CI1) −→ Plugs (CI2), h bijective with
∀ Pl ∈ Plugs (CI1) : type(h(Pl)) <: type(Pl)
Condition 3 means that CI2 may only define additional optional required services.
Otherwise a mandatory required service would remain for which in actual assemblies no
service provider would exist because CI1 does not need such a connection (see Fig. 4).
Unlike other approaches, we postulate that subtypes have at least as many required
services as their supertypes. This is due to the fact that existing implementations CP of
virtual components should not be invalidated when referring to a component instance
implementing a subtype instead of the original component interface type (see Fig. 5). That
means that it must still be possible to perform all interconnections and exports defined
in CP.
In addition to other approaches we include plugs and connection constraints in our
subtyping rules.
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Fig. 4. Component interface violating subtyping rules for required services.
Fig. 5. Invalidated component implementation.
Example 4 (Subtyping of Component Interfaces). The example in the table on the next
page presents the component interface CI_LoggingControlWithNotification which
is a subtype of CI_LoggingControl of Example 2.
type(CI_LoggingControlWithNotification) =
{ (PS, {(ServiceAccess, I_ServiceAccess),
(LoggingOptions, I_LoggingOptionsExtended)}),
(RS, {(DataLogging, (I_DataLogging, IConnectionPoint_DataLogging, (0,1))),
(ErrorMessages, (I_Error, IConnectionPoint_Error, (0,1))),
(DeviceManagement,(I_DeviceManagement, IConnectionPoint_DeviceManagement,(0,20)))}),
(PL, {(DeviceCommunication, { (PS, {(DeviceData, I_Device)}),
(RS, {(DeviceControl, (I_DeviceControl,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl, (1,10)))})
})})
}
The type of the provided service LoggingOptions of CI_LoggingControlWithNo-
tification is a subtype of the type of the corresponding service in CI_LoggingControl.
The same holds for the service DeviceData. The type of its required service
DeviceControl is a subtype of the corresponding type in CI_LoggingControl be-
cause this service allows more service providers to be connected to it. Therefore the plug
DeviceCommunication is a subtype of the corresponding plug in CI_LoggingControl.
This can be verified by using the identity mapping for f and g in Definition 7. The
new component interface has an additional optional required service DeviceManagement
which signals interested ‘listeners’ if a new device is added or if an existing one is removed.
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Because of our subtyping rules the component interface type of the aggregated component
P_LoggingControl of CP_DataLogging (Example 2) could be exchanged by the new
one without invalidating the existing implementation (see also Section 5.1).
**** Additionally needed service types : ****
public interface I_LoggingOptionsExtended
extends I_LoggingOptions {
// Select whether data logging
// should be done online(1) or offline(0)
void setLoggingMode(int mode);
}
public interface I_Device extends I_DeviceData {
String getDeviceType();
}
public interface I_DeviceManagement {
int deviceAdded ();
int deviceRemoved();
}
public interface IConnectionPoint_DeviceManagement{
void connectDeviceManagementListener
(I_DeviceManagement deviceManagementListener);
void disconnectDeviceManagementListener
(I_DeviceManagement deviceManagementListener);
}
******* Component interface *******
ComponentInterface
CI_LoggingControlWithNotification {
GeneralDescriptions
NamingConventions = JavaType
ProvidedServices
ServiceAccess : I_ServiceAccess
LoggingOptions : I_LoggingOptionsExtended
DeviceData : I_Device
RequiredServices
DataLogging :
(I_DataLogging,
IConnectionPoint_DataLogging,
[0...1])
ErrorMessages :
(I_Error,
IConnectionPoint_Error,
[0...1])
DeviceControl :
(I_DeviceControl,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceControl,
[1...10])
DeviceManagement :
(I_DeviceManagement,
IConnectionPoint_DeviceManagement,
[0...20])
Plugs
DeviceCommunication = ({DeviceData},
{DeviceControl})
}
4. Consistency rules for virtual components
4.1. Interconnections between component instances
Definition 9. A provided service P of a component interface CI1 can be connected to a
required service R of a component interface CI2, if type(P) <: Itype(R). In this case, P
and R are called matching services.
Definition 10. Two plugs may only be connected if they are complementary, where two
plugs Pl1 and Pl2 are called complementary if the following holds:
(1) ∃ f : Provided (Pl1) −→ Required (Pl2), f is bijective with
∀ P ∈ Provided (Pl1) : Itype( f (P)) :> type (P)
(2) ∃ g : Provided (Pl2) −→ Required (Pl1), g is bijective with
∀ P ′ ∈ Provided (Pl2) : Itype(g(P ′)) :> type(P ′)
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Fig. 6. Complementary plugs.
Fig. 7. Exports.
This definition states that plugs may only be connected if for every provided service of
Pl1 there exists a matching required service of Pl2, and vice versa (see Fig. 6).
Single connections between provided and required services P and R (R ⇐ P) are
only allowed if neither P nor R belongs to a plug.
4.2. Export of services and plugs
A component implementation CP must be checked for consistency with its declared
component interface CI. Every entity declared in the component interface (except
ServiceAccess) must be linked to one or more entities of constituents used in the
component implementation (see Fig. 7).
A service S of CI may only be linked to a service S′ of the same kind (provided
or required) of one internal constituent of CP. The link can only be done if
type(S) :> type(S′). A service of an internal plug may not be linked to a service of CI not
belonging to a plug. Internal plugs may only be linked as a whole to a plug of a supertype
or they may be composed to yield a “greater” plug. An internal plug Pl′ may be linked to a
greater plug Pl of CI if the following two conditions hold:
(1) ∃Pl ′′ = (P ′, R′) with P ′ ⊆ Provided(Pl) ∧ R′ ⊆ Required(Pl) : Pl ′ is a subtype of
Pl′′.
(2) ∀S ∈ P ′ ∧ ∀S ∈ R′ : S is not already linked to any other internal entity.
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If all entities of CI are completely linked to internal entities, no internal “open
mandatory required service” may remain which is not linked to an entity of CI. “Open
mandatory required service” means that the lower limit on the number of connections is
not already reached; that is, needed connections are still missing. If such required service
is not exported, there will be no possibility to ever establish these needed connections.
5. Support for reengineering and life cycle
The type and subtype definitions also support several reengineering and lifecycle
aspects.
5.1. Exchangeability of components
If, for example, a new version of a component is available implementing a component
interface which is a subtype of the component interface of the earlier version, instances
of the new component may be used in all places where instances of the earlier version
were used. Such instances may explicitly be exchanged by a human being changing the
component interface type of affected aggregated component instances to the new one, and
substituting the names of corresponding services and plugs in the parts InternalConnections
and Exports (see Section 2.2). The substitution of names may automatically be supported
by a tool, if a mapping from the old names to the new ones is known or may be derived
by unambiguous service types. This is, for example, possible if no service type is equal
to or a subtype of another service type of the same kind of service (provided/required). If
the old component interface was mentioned in the ImplementationBinding section of the
component implementation, this binding has to be eliminated or substituted by a binding
declaration for the new component interface.
Another possibility is to implement a runtime system, which looks for a suitable subtype
of a component interface, if no implementation for this component interface exists which
is used as type of an aggregated component instance in a virtual component just to be
instantiated. In this case a mapping from names of the entities of the old interface to entities
of the selected interface must be available, or it must be possible to automatically create an
unambiguous mapping (see above).
5.2. Late binding of component implementations to component interfaces
To enable a late binding of component implementations to component interfaces, a
binding declaration of a component interface CI, used as type of an instance of an
aggregated component in a virtual component CP, to a special component implementation
may be omitted. In this case the runtime system is not forced to use a special component
implementation but searches for a fitting component implementation every time an instance
of the virtual component CP has to be created. Therefore component implementations
for CI may be replaced by other implementations later on supporting the exchange of
existing implementations without the need to change the implementation part of all virtual
components referring to CI.
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6. Tool support for assemblers
We developed a prototype of an assembly tool which is capable of visually composing
JavaBeans conforming to our component model. Such Beans can be connected via services
or plugs. A connection is established between two Beans by first selecting a required
service or plug of one Bean (“source”) and then selecting a matching provided service
or plug of the other Bean (“target”). The tool analyses the component interfaces of the
JavaBeans to know about their capabilities and requirements. Based on this information it
supports especially inexperienced users by serval features. Some of them are listed below
for required services but they also hold for plugs.
• The list of the required services Ri of the source is reduced to those services which
are not yet fully connected. The list also contains information on whether a required
service is optional or mandatory. The status changes from mandatory to optional, as
soon as min-Ri component instances are connected. (A required service Ri is called
fully connected if already max-Ri component instances are connected to it.)
• The list of provided services of the target is reduced to those services matching the
selected required service of the source.
• All beans in the composition window which have still open mandatory required services
are marked by a red rectangle surrounding them. (Open mandatory required service
means that the lower limit on the number of connections is not yet reached.)
• The tool provides a connection support by marking all component instances in the
composition window which would be suitable service providers to the selected required
service of the source going to be connected.
(A bean is a suitable service provider if it provides at least one service that matches the
selected required service.)
7. Related work
In Section 1 we mentioned already existing approaches of some industrial component
models (CCM, EJB and COM) to aggregate and wire component instances. But either
these aggregates could not be used as new components with a dedicated interface to the
outer world (EJB, CCM) or the creation of new components by aggregation (COM) was
only targeted to experienced programmers. What we have not yet discussed for industrial
component models are component interface types and subtyping. COM components may
be described in MIDL and the interface of a CCM component in OMG IDL. In MIDL it is
possible to describe which interfaces (services) a component provides or defines as sources
of events as well as the types of the interfaces. What is missing is a precise definition of
the type of a component and therefore, how subtyping could be defined. This is one of
the contributions of this paper. The type of a component interface and subtyping rules are
defined precisely, independent from a special industrial component model. In OMG IDL
there exists a definition for the type of a component interface and even a possibility to
specify that a component interface B may inherit from a component interface A. It can be
inferred that B has at least all facets (provided services) and receptacles (required services)
of exactly the same types as A. Our type system is more flexible in that it also allows
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sub- or supertypes for services, that subtyping is based on structural equivalence instead of
an explicit definition, that required services may only be added, if they are optional, and
that typing includes plugs and constraints.
Existing approaches of composition languages [18,6,2,3] enabling aggregation for flat
component models have the following main drawbacks: the languages are either targeted
to a special industrial component model, are limited in the kind of exported entities,
have no possibility to express whether the built components still require services of other
components to fulfil their tasks, or component instances declared in a composite are
always bound to a special implementation, thereby complicating the exchange of existing
implementations. (For more details see also Section 1.)
There is some ongoing research in component-oriented programming languages which
aims at providing programming language constructs to declare components as first
class entities like classes, to connect component instances via interfaces/ports, and to
build higher level components from lower level ones [14,17,1,21]. The advantage is an
independency from special component models, a predefined way to connect component
instances via interfaces/ports, and a possibility to check consistent connections by means of
type checking. The disadvantage of this approach is that there is no possibility to integrate
current industrial component models and that it is only targeted to software developers, not
to less experienced users which need a simpler way to compose components.
Compatibility aspects between software artefacts have been addressed in [10,20,4] and
become more and more important in CBSD. Especially Brada’s [4] compatibility approach
relying on additional specification information for components is similar to our approach.
His definition of strict compatibility, which is the same as in [14] for provided and required
services, differs from ours in the handling of required services (see Section 3.2.3) and
plugs, which are not treated in his approach. Brada also addresses (relaxed) compatibility
requirements in a known configuration context of a component we do not consider, because
we want to ensure substitutability in any possible context in which a component may
occur. The software components considered by Zaremski and Wing [20] are functions
and modules. They describe the behaviour of components by pre- and post-conditions and
define exact and relaxed matches between two components based on the specification of
their behaviour. The retrieval of reusable components and behavioural subtyping is reduced
to specification matching.
ADLs [11] are used to describe software systems on a high level of abstraction
modelling a system by components, connectors and configuration descriptions.
Configuration descriptions specify the components belonging to a system as well as
their interconnections by connectors. Our approach is related to ADLs as it enables the
description of components and their interfaces as well as configurations defining higher
level components from lower level ones. What is not present in our approach is the explicit
notation of a connector, but this can be modelled by our connection point objects.
In [16,13,9] the interface of a component is specified by InPorts and OutPorts. InPorts
and OutPorts are finite state machines representing the input and output communication of
a component. The internal activities of components are modelled by finite state automata or
in [16] by UML sequence diagrams. Compositions are modelled by merging the automata
of the components or in [16] by a set of InPorts and OutPorts of the composed components,
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a set of transitions mapping OutPorts to InPorts, and an Actor, sending messages to the
composed system. The transitions represent inter-component communication.
8. Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a component model capable of dealing with hierarchically
composed components and capable of integrating components of existing industrial
component models as real world components. Components composed from real world
components were called virtual components and could themselves be composed to yield
higher level virtual components. Every component communicated to the outer world only
by its component interface declaring the services a component provides and requires as
well as plugs grouping a set of semantically related services to simplify interconnections
between components and also declaring constraints on interconnections. For virtual
components all entities of the component interface were linked to entities of one or
more of the components’ internal constituents. The component implementations used
to create internal constituents of a virtual component CP could be explicitly defined
in the ImplementationBinding section of CP or the choice of a suitable component
implementation could be left to the runtime system supporting the exchange of component
implementations through the life cycle of a component.
A type system for components was defined, enabling a formal definition of allowed
interconnections between components, of consistent assemblies, and of subtyping between
component interfaces. Besides the types of services the type system integrated the
signatures of the connection point methods needed to connect and disconnect service
providers and requesters, a type definition for plugs and one for constraints on
interconnections. The subtyping rules gave a formal definition of component interfaces
which could substitute other component interfaces without violating existing descriptions
of virtual components.
At the end a short overview was given on the support our prototype of an assembly tool,
using the developed component model, offers to its users.
Appendix A. Descriptions for component interfaces and component implementations
In this appendix a more general notation of component interfaces and component
implementations is given which may help to understand the general structure of these
specifications. Refer also to Section 2.1 for the corresponding graphical notation of a
component interface.
A.1. Component interfaces
The description for a component interface looks as follows:
ComponentInterface CI {
GeneralDescriptions
NamingConventions = nc (where nc ∈ {JavaType, .NETType, MIDL. . . }
defines the naming conventions for the types
of the component’s services)
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ProvidedServices
ServiceAccess : I _ServiceAccess
P1 : I _P1
:
Pn+ j : I _Pn+ j
:
RequiredServices
R1 : (I _R1, IConnectionPoint_R1, [min_R1 . . . max_R1])
:
Rm+k : (I _Rm+k , IConnectionPoint_Rm+k , [min_Rm+k . . . max_Rm+k ])
:
Plugs
Pl1 = ({Pn+1, . . . , Pn+ j }, {Rm+1, . . . , Rm+k })
:
Plo = { . . . }
}
• CI denotes the name of the component interface.
• Pi denote the names of the provided services, I _Pi the type of service Pi , Ri the names of the
required services, and I _Ri their corresponding (service) types.
• IConnectionPoint_Ri denotes the set of connect—and disconnect—methods provided by the
connection point object for the required service named Ri and min_Ri ,max_Ri are the lower
limit resp. upper limit on the needed/allowed number of connections to the required service Ri .
• The plugs part lists the names (Pl1, . . . ,Plo) of all declared plugs together with their sets of
provided and required services.
For two plugs Plk , Pll with l = k the following conditions hold:
· Provided(Plk) ∩ Provided(Pll ) = .
· Required(Plk) ∩ Required(Pll ) = .
A.2. Component implementations
In the following implementation of a real world component resp. virtual component, CP
denotes the name of the component implementation and CI the name of the implemented
component interface.
Component CP implements CI { (implementation of a real world component)
GeneralDescriptions
type = real (denotes, that CP is implemented by a
real world component)
ComponentModel = CM (where CM ∈ {JavaBeans,
COM, .NET, WebService, . . . })
ImplementingComponent = IC (where IC is the name of
a JavaType in case of JavaBeans,
a WebService Endpoint (URL) in case of
WebServices, a Class ID in case of COM components etc.)
}
Component CP implements CI { (implementation of a virtual component)
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GeneralDescriptions
type= virtual
Parts
pc1 : CI1
:
pcn : CIn
InternalConnections
RequiredServices
pci1 .R j1 ⇐ pck1 .Pm1
:
pcil .R jl ⇐ pckl .Pml
Plugs
pcir .Pl jr ⇐ pckr .Plmr (where Pl jr and Plmr are complem. plugs (see Section 4.1))
:
Exports
ProvidedServices
CI.Pi ←− pcki .Pmi
:
RequiredServices
CI.R j ←− pck j .Rm j
:
Plugs
CI.Plh ←− pckh .Plmh
:
ImplementationBinding
CI j1 <<< CP j1
:
CI jk <<< CP jk
}
In this description pci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n denote the names of the aggregated component
instances, CIi the types of their corresponding component interfaces, pcix .Rmx the required
service with name Rmx of the aggregated internal component instance pcix , pcix .Pmx the
provided service Pmx of pcix , pcix .Plmx the plug named Plmx of the instance pcix , CI.Pi ,
CI.Ri , CI.Pli the provided/required service resp. plug named Pi resp. Ri resp. Pli of
the (implemented) component interface CI. CPi denote the names of the components
implementing a component interface CIi declared as component interface type of one of
the aggregated component instances.
All entities (services, plugs) defined in a component interface may be accessed by
qualified names consisting of the name of the component interface or an instance providing
this interface and the name of the entity.
,⇐’ denote connections between component instances via services or plugs.
,←−’ denote exported entities, i.e. which entity of the implemented component interface
(left-hand side) is implemented by which entity of which aggregated component
instance (internal constituent) (right-hand side).
,<<<’ denotes which component implementation (identified by its name) has to be used
as implementation for all component instances providing the component interface
specified on the left-hand side.
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